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Abstract:
This article examines the impact of retail electricity rate design on the economic value of
grid-connected photovoltaic (PV) systems, focusing on commercial customers in
California. Using 15-minute interval building load and PV production data from a sample
of 24 actual commercial PV installations, we compare the value of the bill savings across
20 commercial-customer retail electricity rates currently offered in the state. Across all
combinations of customers and rates, we find that the annual bill savings from PV, per
kWh generated, ranges from $0.05/kWh to $0.24/kWh. This sizable range in ratereduction value reflects differences in rate structures, revenue requirements, the size of the
PV system relative to building load, and customer load shape. The most significant rate
design issue for the value of commercial PV is found to be the percentage of total utility
bills recovered through demand charges, though a variety of other factors are also found to
be of importance. The value of net metering is found to be substantial, but only when
energy from commercial PV systems represents a sizable portion of annual customer load.
Though the analysis presented here is specific to California, our general results demonstrate
the fundamental importance of retail rate design for the customer-economics of gridconnected, customer-sited PV.
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1.

Introduction

The solar power market is growing at a quickening pace, fueled by rapid technological
advancements, concerns about global climate change and energy security, innovations in
solar power financing, and an array of national and local initiatives aimed at improving the
value proposition of photovoltaic (PV) systems. The United States represents the world’s
third-largest market for PV installations, behind Germany and Japan, and installations in
California represent over 75% of the entire U.S. market for grid-connected PV. Though
solar policies in the U.S. take many forms, they commonly include up-front capital cost
rebates or ongoing production incentives, supplemented by net metering requirements to
ensure that customer-sited PV systems offset the full retail rate of their customer-hosts (see,
e.g., Bolinger and Wiser 2002; Cooper et al. 2006).

Somewhat less recognized is the role of retail rate design, beyond net metering, on the
customer-economics of grid-connected, customer-sited PV. Over the life of a PV system,
utility bill savings represent a substantial portion of the overall economic value received by
the customer.1 At the same time, the design of retail electricity rates, particularly for
commercial and industrial customers, can vary quite substantially. Retail rates may contain
flat or time-varying energy ($/kWh) charges and, for commercial customers, often demand
($/kW) charges as well. Understanding how specific differences in rate design affect the
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value of customer-sited PV is therefore essential to supporting the continued growth of this
market.

This article, which presents select results of a larger study by Wiser et al. (2007), examines
the impact of retail rate design on the economic value of customer-sited PV for commercial
customers in California. We focus on California for two primary reasons. First, California
represents the largest market for PV in the United States and, with a newly established $3.3
billion incentive program intended to motivate 3,000 MW of PV installations by 2016, is
likely to remain a major market for PV globally. Second, the state’s electric utilities have
developed a wide range of retail rate structures, allowing for a thorough analysis of the
impact of variations in rate design on the economics of commercial PV systems.
Consequently, though our analysis is specific to California, our general results will be of
some use to other states and countries that are seeking to support customer-sited PV.

One can discuss the value of PV systems from a variety of perspectives. From the
perspective of the electric utility and its ratepayers, much of the value of PV comes in the
form of avoided fixed and variable costs associated with the generation, transmission, and
distribution of electricity.2 From the perspective of society at large, the value of PV
includes the same set of avoided costs enjoyed by the utility, and in addition avoided
externalities (e.g., associated with emissions or land use) and other benefits. Finally, from
the perspective of a customer with a PV system installed at its facility, the economic value
of a PV system derives in large part from savings on electric utility bills. It is this last
perspective that is the focus of this article.
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We focus, in particular, on 20 commercial and industrial electricity rates currently offered
by the five largest electric utilities in the state: the Los Angeles Department of Water &
Power (LADWP), Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), Southern California Edison (SCE), San
Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E), and the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD).
We compute the annual electricity bill savings that would be realized on each of these rates
by 24 actual commercial PV installations in California, using contemporaneous, 15-minute
interval building load and PV production data from those sites. We then compare the
calculated bill savings across rate schedules and customer sites, and isolate differences
related specifically to rate design, as well as differences related to other factors, including:
the average cost of electricity on each rate, the customer load shape, the PV production
profile, and the size of the PV system relative to customer load.

The results of this analysis should be of value to: regulators and policymakers who have the
authority to approve the design of retail electricity tariffs and want to understand the impact
of those tariffs on the economics of commercial PV systems; stakeholder groups who wish
to influence those rate design decisions; end-use customers who need to estimate the
potential bill savings from PV installations; and PV retailers and consultants who have an
obligation to assist customers in determining the value of PV investments and in selecting
the retail rate that will maximize that value. We encourage further work of this type in
other jurisdictions where the temporal profile of PV output differs, and where retail rate
structures are dissimilar to those in California.
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The remainder of this article is structured as follows:

•

Section 2 highlights the basic characteristics of commercial electricity tariffs in the
United States, elucidates the principles of rate design, and reviews previous research
upon which our work builds.

•

Section 3 describes the retail rates, customer load and PV data, and basic analysis
methods used in this article.

•

Section 4 presents the customer-value of PV across the rate schedules analyzed,
focusing on the base-case assumptions in which net metering is available and the
customer remains on the same retail rate before and after the installation of a PV
system.

•

Section 5 relaxes the earlier assumption that customers must stay on the same rate
before and after installing a PV system, and demonstrates the potential value of rate
switching, especially when energy from PV represents a sizable portion of facility load.

•

Section 6 estimates the value of net metering under different retail rate structures,
customer load profiles, and PV penetration levels.

•

Section 7 concludes with a summary of our major findings.

2.

Rate Design Methods, Principles, and Applications

2.1

Retail Rate Treatment of Customer-Sited PV

In many European countries, customers are compensated for their PV output through a
feed-in tariff, and PV systems are therefore located on the utility’s side of the electricity
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meter. In contrast, customers in the U.S. are compensated for their PV output indirectly, by
using the PV system to meet onsite electrical load and thereby avoiding the purchase of
electricity at retail prices. Many states have adopted policies to support this type of
arrangement. First, some states, including California, have eliminated standby and backup
charges for customer-sited PV; these charges are typically intended to recover the fixedcosts of serving customers in the event that an onsite generator does not fulfill the
customer’s entire electricity demand. Second, many states have adopted net metering
requirements. Though the specific design of net metering rules and their attractiveness to
PV customers varies considerably, generally speaking, net metering allows customers with
PV systems to be credited for the generation from those systems at the retail rate prevailing
at the time of production, regardless of the customer load at that time (Hughes and Bell
2004; Cooper and Rose 2006). In contrast to feed-in tariffs, net metering generally allows
customers to reduce annual or monthly utility bills to zero but does not allow customers to
receive a net payment for PV production. Beyond these policies, the reduction in the
customer’s utility bill, and thus the overall customer-economics of PV, is also strongly
affected by the structure of retail electricity tariffs.

2.2

Rate Design for Commercial Customers in the United States

Electric utility rates are set with oversight from regulators to recover the cost of providing
service and to provide a reasonable return on investment for utility shareholders. In
addition to overall utility cost recovery, regulators balance several goals in setting retail
electricity rates. One important goal is economic efficiency, meaning that customers
should be charged rates that reflect the cost to the utility of providing an additional unit of
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service to that customer. Other important goals include equity, rate stability, innovation,
administrative ease, and environmental protection (Bonbright 1961; Weston 2000).

In evaluating the economic efficiency of different rate structures, it is important to
understand what drives utility costs in the short- and long-term, acknowledging that the
drivers may differ for generation, transmission, and distribution. Cost drivers may include
the number of customers, customer and/or system peak load, and the amount of energy
consumed. These drivers correspond to three distinct types of charges for commercial
customers:

•

Fixed recurring customer charges, denominated as a fixed monthly or daily charge;

•

Demand charges, assessed on “peak” customer demand (kW), often determined within
a single 15-minute interval; and

•

Volumetric energy charges, assessed on energy consumption (kWh), and either fixed
in value or time-varying.

Two of the primary challenges of rate setting are determining how to divide costs among
these three categories and how to specifically design each charge, taking into consideration
the various objectives of rate design. Substantial debate exists on these topics (Bonbright
1961). In part as a result, the allocation of the total customer bill among these components,
as well as the structure of the individual components, can and do differ significantly across
rates. Fixed recurring charges are generally a very small portion of the overall bill,
however; as a result, in this article we focus on how the bill savings from customer-sited
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PV is affected by the allocation of utility bill costs between demand and volumetric energy
charges, and by the structure of these two types of charges.

2.3

Impact of Retail Rate Design on the Value of PV: Literature Review

Predicting the effect of PV systems on volumetric energy charges is relatively
straightforward, and requires only a temporal PV production profile. In contrast,
calculating reductions in demand charges is more complicated and customer specific, as
these savings depend on the precise temporal correlation between PV system output and
building load. Accurate calculation of demand charge reductions may therefore require
customer-specific 15-minute PV production and contemporaneous load data. Furthermore,
demand charge savings may change over time as customer load shape varies, and are
therefore less predictable than energy charge savings. As a result, it is not abnormal for
potential solar customers to either ignore or heavily discount any claimed or estimated
demand savings, and for solar advocates to call for optional “PV-friendly” rates that
eliminate or significantly reduce demand charges and that instead recover most costs
through volumetric energy charges (Smeloff et al. 2006, WGA 2006).

A number of authors have examined the extent to which PV systems can reduce peak
customer demand and/or demand charges. Perez et al. (1997) estimate the customer-based
effective load carrying capacity (ELCC) of PV systems for a range of customer load types.3
The study finds that PV systems most effectively reduce demand in air-conditioned office
buildings. Hoff et al. (1992) use load data from a single office building and simulated PV
data to show that, for a PV system sized much smaller than the maximum demand of the
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building, the PV system leads to substantial reductions in both demand and energy charges
using two specific electricity tariffs. The authors also find that the monthly demand
reduction from the PV system declines from an average of 70% of PV capacity to less than
10% of PV capacity as the PV system size is increased relative to peak building load. Hoff
et al. explain that this is due to the peak demand shifting from the afternoon, when PV
production is highest, to times when the PV system is not expected to produce significant
amounts of electricity. Bhattacharjee and Duffy (2006) performed a case study analysis of
a PV system installed on a government building in Massachusetts and show how the
payback period for the system decreases if demand charge savings are incorporated in the
economic analysis.

Other studies have examined a broader range of issues related to rate design and PV,
including Hoff and Margolis (2004) and Pop (2005), which compare the value of PV
systems for residential customers under time-of-use (TOU) rates versus standard flat rates.
Herig and Starrs (2002) discuss the implications of fixed versus volumetric charges, as well
as standby and back-up rates, on the economics of solar installations. Johnston et al.
(2005) explore the impact of standby charges on distributed generation on a qualitative
basis, while Firestone et al. (2006) establish the quantitative impact of standby charges and
other rate structures on distributed generation in New York and California. Cooper et al.
(2006) provide a recent review of the status and importance of net metering at the state
level, while Duke et al. (2005) summarize the public policy rationale for net metering.
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Based on this review of previous work it is apparent that several other authors have
explored the value of PV systems under various rate designs. This literature has not
systematically estimated avoided utility bill costs to commercial customers across multiple
actual metered building load and PV production combinations, however, or under a large
number of different rate structures. The work presented here fills that void.

3.

Data and Analytical Approach

3.1

Retail Rates Schedules

The 20 retail electricity rates analyzed in this article are listed in Table 1, and represent the
full set of standard tariffs offered by the five largest utilities in California to net-metered
commercial and industrial (C&I) customers with peak demands greater than 100 kW.4
Most of these rates include both energy charges and demand charges. The energy charges
can be distinguished based on how the energy charge rate (denominated in $/kWh) varies
over time: flat rates remain constant all year long; seasonal rates vary between winter and
summer; and time-of-use (TOU) rates vary throughout each day and are typically highest
during the summer on-peak hours. The demand charges can be distinguished in two ways:
by the period over which peak demand is defined (either annually, monthly, or during
specific time-of-day periods) and whether the demand charge rate (denominated in $/kW)
differs by season or is constant year-round.
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Table 1. Commercial Rate Schedules Included in Analysis

Rates Evaluated in Analysis (from January 2007 Tariff Books)

Utility

LADWP

PG&E

SCE

SDG&E

SMUD

3.2

Demand Charge Type

Energy Charge
Type

Facility Charge

Demand Charge

A-2, A

Flat

Annual, Fixed

Monthly, Seasonal

A-2, B / A-3, C

TOU

Annual, Fixed

TOD, Seasonal

A-1

Seasonal

-

-

Rate Name

A-6

TOU

-

-

A-10

Seasonal

-

Monthly, Seasonal

A-10 TOU

TOU

-

Monthly, Seasonal

E-19

TOU

Monthly, Fixed

TOD, Seasonal

E-20

TOU

Monthly, Fixed

TOD, Seasonal

GS-2, Non-TOU

Seasonal

Monthly, Fixed

Monthly, Seasonal

GS-2, TOU Option A

TOU

Monthly, Fixed

-

GS-2, TOU Option B

TOU

Monthly, Fixed

Monthly, Seasonal

TOU-GS-3 Option A

TOU

Monthly, Fixed

-

TOU-GS-3 Option B

TOU

Monthly, Fixed

TOD, Seasonal

TOU-8

TOU

Monthly, Fixed

TOD, Seasonal

AL-TOU

TOU

Monthly, Fixed

TOD, Seasonal

A-6 TOU

TOU

Monthly, Fixed

TOD, Seasonal

GS-Demand

Seasonal

Annual, Fixed

-

GS-TOU3

TOU

Annual, Fixed

TOD, Seasonal

GS-TOU2

TOU

Annual, Fixed

TOD, Seasonal

GS-TOU1

TOU

Annual, Fixed

-

PV Production and Building Load Data

We obtained 15-minute interval PV production and customer load data for 24 actual
commercial sites with PV installations in California. Each dataset includes at least one full
year of PV production and building load data. The 24 customer load/PV datasets are
diverse in geographic location, PV system size, and customer load shape. In particular, our
sample includes many customers whose diurnal load shapes have afternoon peaks (typical
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of office buildings and retail establishments) as well as a number of facilities with
relatively flat diurnal load shapes or inverted load shapes where load is greatest during offpeak periods. 5 The raw PV production and building load data were cleaned to remove
seemingly inaccurate spikes in load and solar data, error tags, and other anomalous data
points.6

3.3

Analysis

For each combination of the 20 rate schedules and 24 PV/load datasets, we calculate the
value of utility bill savings per kWh generated, according to the following expression:

Value of PV =

Total Bill without PV − Total Bill with PV
Annual PV Energy Production

($ / kWh )

Expressing the rate-reduction value of PV on a per kWh basis, rather than in absolute dollar
terms, serves two purposes. First, it allows us to abstract from the specific size of the PV
system, since it is a foregone conclusion that larger systems will generally produce larger
absolute bill savings. Second, commercial customers in the United States are increasingly
choosing to finance their PV systems through Power Purchase Agreements, whereby the
customer purchases the PV output from a third-party owner on a per kWh basis; expressing
the value of PV in the same units more readily allows for a direct comparison between the
financial costs and benefits of PV from the customer’s perspective under this type of
arrangement.
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The rate-reduction value of PV depends, in part, on how much of the customer’s gross
electricity demand is met by the PV system. To isolate this effect, for each of the 24 sites,
we scale the PV production so that annual PV production is equal to specific percentages of
the gross annual building consumption. We refer to these percentage values as PV
penetration levels and, in presenting our results, we focus primarily on PV penetration
levels of 2% and 75%, as representative boundary cases.

In our initial analysis, we assume that customers remain on the same retail rate before and
after the installation of a PV system, and that PV output is net metered according to the
specific net metering rules of each utility. However, we also conduct separate analyses in
which each of these assumptions is relaxed. In one alternate scenario, we calculate the
value of PV under the assumption that customers choose the bill-minimizing rate before
and after PV installation, from among each set of rates offered by each utility to a common
class of customers (e.g., the set of rates offered by PG&E to customers with peak demands
of 200-500 kW). This analysis helps to reveal which rate design feature(s) dominate in
determining the optimal rate for customers with PV and also illustrates the value of
offering multiple rate options to customers with PV. In another alternate scenario, we
calculate the value of PV under the assumption that net metering is not available, in order
to show the financial losses that commercial PV customers in California might bear if net
metering were eliminated and replaced with an alternate compensatory structure.

4.

Results: Value of Commercial PV in California with No Rate Switching
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In this section we begin by presenting basic results on the electricity bill-savings value of
commercial PV systems in California assuming that each customer remains on the same
retail rate schedule before and after the installation of the PV system, and that net metering
is available. We then explore in more detail variations in this value that depend on
differences in rate levels and rate design, as well as variations in customer load profiles.
We conclude the section by examining the relative impact of customer specific factors and
rate structure variables in determining the bill-reduction value of commercial PV systems.

4.1

Value of PV By Rate Structure

Figure 1 summarizes the estimated rate-reduction value of commercial PV in California for
each of the 20 retail rates in our sample, at 2% and 75% PV penetration levels. The central
tick-marks in the figure represent median values across the 24 customers, while the error
bands represent the 10th and 90th percentile values.

The figure shows that the value of PV does, indeed, vary widely across rates and
customers. For example, on LADWP’s A-2, A rate, some customers in our sample would
receive bill savings of just $0.05/kWh, while customers on SCE’s TOU GS-3 Option A rate
could receive bill savings of $0.20/kWh or more. The highest bill savings in the dataset
was nearly $0.24/kWh for a single customer on SDG&E’s AL-TOU rate.

Focusing on the median values reveals differences due specifically to rate design and
overall rate level. At 2% PV penetration, the median value of PV among the 24 customers
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varies by nearly a factor of two across the 20 rates in our sample, from $0.10/kWh to
$0.18/kWh. At 75% PV penetration, the variation in median values is even greater,
ranging from $0.06/kWh to $0.18/kWh.

Value of PV - No Rate Switching ($/kWh)

$0.25
2% Solar
75% Solar

$0.20

$0.15

$0.10

$0.05

LADWP

PG&E

SCE

SDG&E

GS-TOU1

GS-TOU2

GS-TOU3

GS - Demand

AL-TOU

A-6 TOU

TOU-8

TOU-GS-3 Option B

TOU-GS-3 Option A

GS-2, Non-TOU

GS-2, TOU Option B

GS-2, TOU Option A

E-20

E-19

A-10 TOU

A-10

A-6

A-1

A-2, B/ A-3, C

A-2, A

$0.00

SMUD

Median value with error bars for 10th to 90th percentile range

Figure 1. Value of PV at Different Levels of Penetration, by Rate Structure

From these results alone, two specific differences among rates can be observed. First, on
most rates, the value of PV per unit of energy produced declines when PV penetration
increases from 2% to 75%. This effect, however, is much more pronounced for some rates
than for others. For example, for LADWP’s A-2, A rate, the median value of PV drops off
by one half when PV penetration is increased from 2% to 75%. At the other end of the
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spectrum, the value of PV under PG&E’s A-1 and A-6 rates is largely unaffected by PV
penetration level. Second, the width of the percentile bands differs greatly across rates,
indicating that the specific shape of the customer’s load and/or PV production profile at
each site has a much more significant impact on the value of PV for some rates than for
others. For example, at a 2% PV penetration level, the range between the 10th and 90th
percentile values on LADWP’s A-2, A rate is greater than $0.07/kWh. In contrast, the
value of PV on PG&E’s A-1 and A-6 rates exhibits almost no variation across customers.

4.2

Demand Charge Savings

Both of the above observations are associated with differences across rates in the portion of
the utility bill associated with demand charges. The percentage of the total utility bill (prePV) allocated to demand charges (as opposed to volumetric energy charges) is called the
demand weight. The relationship between the value of PV and the demand weight is
illustrated in Figure 2. The figure presents the value of PV when normalized to account for
differences in the overall average cost of electricity on each rate. Thus, differences in the
normalized value of PV between rates solely reflect differences in rate structure (i.e., how
the overall bill is allocated between energy and demand charges and the structure of those
charges).7 The normalized value of PV for each rate is ordered according to the demand
weight. The demand weight ranges from 0% for PG&E’s A-1 and A-6, which have no
demand charges, to approximately 50% for LADWP’s rates, for which demand charges
comprise 50% of the total utility bill in the median case.
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The figure shows that, when PV systems represent a small proportion of customer load, the
existence of demand charges need not substantially degrade the rate-reduction value of PV.
This is shown by the fact that, at 2% PV penetration, the normalized value of PV does not
universally drop with increasing demand weight. In contrast, the decline in the median
value of PV when PV penetration increases from 2% to 75% PV is clearly the greatest for
those rates with the highest demand weight. The underlying reason for this trend is that, as
PV system size is increased to meet a larger fraction of building load, the customer’s peak
demand shifts to periods when the PV system produces little or no output. As a result,
those rates that are more heavily focused on demand charges yield lower bill savings at
high PV penetration levels compared to rates that are less focused on demand charges.

The error bars in Figure 2 further demonstrate that the variation in the value of PV across
customers increases with demand weight at both low and high PV penetration. As we
show later, this trend reflects the fact that demand charge savings are highly sensitive to
customer load shape. Thus, for those rates that are more focused on demand charges, the
variability in the value of PV across customers is greater than for rates that are less focused
on demand charges.
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2% Solar

150%

75% Solar

100%

$0.15

$0.10
50%
$0.05

A-2, A (LADWP)

A-2, B/ A-3, C (LADWP)

E-19 (PG&E)

E-20 (PG&E)

TOU-8 (SCE)

GS-2, Non-TOU (SCE)

GS-2, TOU Option B (SCE)

TOU-GS-3 Option B (SCE)

AL-TOU (SDG&E)

A-6 TOU (SDG&E)

GS - Demand (SMUD)

GS-TOU3 (SMUD)

A-10 TOU (PG&E)

A-10 (PG&E)

GS-TOU2 (SMUD)

GS-2, TOU Option A (SCE)

TOU-GS-3 Option A (SCE)

GS-TOU1 (SMUD)

0%
A-6 (PG&E)

$0.00

Median value with error bars for 10th to 90th percentile range

Figure 2. Impact of Demand Charges on the Overall Normalized Value of PV

4.2.1

Demand charge design

Rates can be differentiated not just in terms of the size of the demand charge, but also in
terms of the type of demand charge. Among the rate schedules examined in this article,
three different measures of customer demand are used as the basis for the demand charges:
annual (maximum demand over the preceding 12 months), monthly (maximum demand in
the monthly billing period), and time-of-day (maximum demand in one or more time-of-day
periods within the monthly billing period).8 Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the reduction in
annual, monthly, and summer peak time-of-day (TOD) customer demand, respectively,
across a range of PV penetration levels. The demand reductions are expressed in terms of
effective capacity, defined as the reduction in peak customer load as a percentage of the
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Demand Weight (%)

Demand Weight (%)

$0.20

A-1 (PG&E)

Normalized Value of PV - No Rate Switching ($/kWh)

$0.25

maximum output of the PV system (e.g., a 100 kW PV system that reduces peak customer
load by 25 kW would correspond to an effective capacity of 25%). As in previous figures,
the central tick-marks represent the median value across the 24 load/PV datasets and the
error bands represent the 10th/90th percentile values.

In all three figures, effective capacity declines steadily with increasing PV penetration, for
reasons discussed earlier. That said we do find that peak demand reductions can be greater
and much less variable across customers when demand charges are based on the customer’s
maximum demand during the summer peak TOD period, rather than the customer’s annual
or monthly peak demand. The extent to which this is true, however, depends very much on
the particular definition of the summer peak TOD period that is used. This can be seen by
comparing the summer peak TOD demand reductions under LADWP’s and SMUD’s
definitions of the summer peak period. In particular, because SMUD’s peak period extends
into evening hours, it is more likely that the customer’s peak demand will occur in hours
when its PV system is producing little or no energy, and the effective capacity of PV in
SMUD’s territory is therefore lower and more variable than in LADWP’s.
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Effective Capacity (%) )

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
2%

10%

25%

50%

75%

100%

PV Penetration (%)

Median value with error bars for 10th to 90th percentile range

Figure 3. Effective Capacity of PV Systems: Annual Peak Reduction

Effective Capacity (%))

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
2%

10%

25%

50%

75%

100%

PV Penetration (%)

Median value with error bars for 10th to 90th percentile range

Figure 4. Effective Capacity of PV Systems: Average Monthly Peak Reduction
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Effective Capacity (%))

100%
LADWP (1-5 p.m.)
PG&E (12-6 p.m.)

80%

SMUD (2-8 p.m.)

60%
40%
20%
0%
2%

10%

25%

50%

75%

100 %

PV Penetration (%)

Median value with error bars for 10th to 90th percentile range

Figure 5. Effective Capacity of PV Systems: Average Monthly Summer Peak Period
Reduction

4.2.2

Customer load profile

As previously shown, demand charge savings vary substantially across customers,
indicating that the specific characteristics of the customer’s building load profile and/or PV
production profile can be important determinants of the rate-reduction value of PV.
Though not shown here, we find that differences in the PV production profile across the 24
customers in our sample have a very modest impact on demand charge savings (less than
$0.01/kWh). Variations in demand charge savings across customers is therefore almost
entirely due to differences in customer load profiles.

To show how specific differences in customer load shape affect demand charge savings,
Figure 6 presents the distribution in the normalized value of demand charge savings
(median and 10th/90th percentiles) across the 18 rates with demand charges, for five
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representative customers: one with an inverted load profile (i.e., the peaks during nighttime
hours), one with a flat profile, and three customers with load profiles that peak during
afternoon hours. To illustrate the interrelationship between customer load shape and
demand charge structure, we have segmented the 18 retail rates into two groups: those that
contain TOD demand charges (shown on the right) and those that that do not (shown on the
left).

We find that, regardless of the design of the demand charges, customers with an afternoon
peak load shape can earn substantial demand charge savings at low PV penetration levels,
and modest demand charge savings at high PV penetration levels. In contrast, customers
with flat or inverted load profiles may receive, at most, modest demand charge savings, but
only on rates with TOD charges and at low PV penetration levels. Clearly, the demand

Afternoon Peak - 3

Afternoon Peak - 2

Afternoon Peak - 1

Flat

-$0.02

$0.02
$0.00
-$0.02

Median value with error bars for 10th to 90th percentile range

Figure 6. Normalized Demand Charge Savings for Different Load Shapes
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charge savings provided by PV will be highly customer specific.

4.2 Energy Charge Savings

Just as the design of demand charges affects the rate-reduction value of PV, so too does the
design of volumetric energy charges. Three different types of energy charges are
represented among the rates examined in our analysis: one has an energy charge based on a
single, flat rate for all kWh consumed, four have seasonal energy charges (i.e., a flat rate
during winter months and a higher flat rate during summer months), and the remaining
rates all have time-of-use (TOU) based energy charges. The TOU rates can be further
distinguished according to the spread between peak and off-peak prices: for example, on
some TOU rates, summer peak period prices are three-to-four times higher than winter offpeak prices, while on other TOU rates, peak prices are not even double the off-peak rates.

To illustrate how the value of PV in providing energy charge savings is affected by these
differences in rate design, Figure 7 presents the normalized value of energy charge savings
for each rate, grouping those rates according to the type of energy charge used and listing
the rates in order of increasing summer peak to winter off-peak price ratio. As the figure
indicates, TOU-based energy rates with relatively little spread between peak and off-peak
prices offer approximately 5-10% greater energy charge savings than do rates with seasonal
or flat energy charges, whereas those TOU rates with a much larger price spread can offer
more than 20% greater savings on energy charges than do flat or seasonal charges. The
underlying reason for these findings is well understood: TOU rates provide a higher credit
for PV production during summer afternoon periods, when production also tends to be
greatest.
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The figure also shows that, in contrast to demand charge savings, energy charge savings are
fairly consistent across customers, for any given rate. This is because the energy charge
savings received for PV production under net metering are independent of the customer’s
load at any given time. As a result, predicting the energy charge savings of PV is relatively

$0.13

5.00
Normalized Value of Energy Charge Savings

Flat

Seasonal

TOU

Median value with error bars for 10th to 90th percentile range

Figure 7. Summary of Rate Structure Impacts on Energy Charge Savings
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straightforward compared to estimating demand charge savings.

4.3

Summary of PV Value Drivers

To compare the relative impact of each of the various factors discussed above, we fit a
linear regression model to the value of PV across all customer-rate combinations. The
model includes five independent variables:

•

the median cost of electricity for each rate across the 24 customers (pre-PV);

•

the median demand weight for each rate;

•

the median percentage of demand charges that are summer-peak TOD-based for
each rate;

•

the ratio of summer peak to winter off-peak energy charges for each rate; and

•

a load shape parameter that characterizes the degree to which a customer’s load
profile is summer-peaking.9

The resulting regression model, at both 2% and 75% PV penetration, is presented in Table
2.10 As shown, the five variables included in the model are all statistically significant at a
greater-than 95% confidence level, are of the expected sign, and explain the majority of the
variation in the rate-reduction value of PV.
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Table 2. Multiple Linear Regression Model of the Rate-Reduction Value of Commercial PV
Multiple Linear Regression with Value of PV ($/kWh) as Dependent Variable, n=480
2% Penetration

75% Penetration

0.734

0.903

Coefficient of Determination (R squared) [a]
Term
Median Cost of Electricity ($/kWh)

Input Range [c]

Parameter

Significance (%) [b]

Parameter

Significance (%)

0.0953  0.1616

1.149

>99.99%

1.001

>99.99%

Median Demand Weight

0.0  0.504

-0.020

99.20%

-0.104

>99.99%

TOU Price Spread

1.0  4.467

0.006

>99.99%

0.006

>99.99%

0.0  0.465

0.011

98.10%

0.006

>99.99%

0.027

>99.99%

0.014

>99.99%

-0.054

>99.99%

-0.020

>99.99%

Median Portion of Demand from Summer Peak TOD Charges

0.5871  1.9097

Load Shape
Intercept ($/kWh)

[a] The coefficient of determination describes how well the model is able to account for variations in the Value of PV; 1.0 being a perfect model.
[b] The significance indicates the probability that a particular parameter is different than zero
[c] The input range is the distance between the data point that gives the lowest and highest value of PV for each variable

The parameters of the regression model can also be used to determine the expected change
in the rate-reduction value of PV based on the maximum range of each of the independent
variables for the 20 rates and 24 customers. The results of that calculation are shown in

Modeled Value of PV Over the Range of Inputs ($/kWh)

Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Modeled Change in the Value of PV Based on the Range of Each Factor
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The height of each bar-segment in Figure 8 reflects the (modeled) difference in the value of
PV across the full range of possible values for each variable, based on the regression model
parameters shown in Table 2. The bar-segments are stacked beginning with the lowest
value of PV calculated using the extremes of each independent variable. The highest value
of PV at the top of the stack is then the value of PV calculated from the opposite extreme of
variable values.

As Figure 8 shows, the largest driver for the rate-reduction value of PV, regardless of PV
penetration level, is the median cost of electricity on the rate (for customers without PV).
The coefficient value of roughly one indicates that every $0.01/kWh increase in the median
cost of electricity will, on average, yield an increase of the rate-reduction value of PV of a
similar magnitude. At a 75% PV penetration level, the next most important factor is the
demand weight. As demonstrated earlier, at high levels of PV penetration, retail rates with
high demand charges almost always lead to lower values of PV compared to rates with
lower demand charges. At a 2% PV penetration level, meanwhile, the second mostimportant factor, after the median cost of electricity, is the customer load shape. The
positive parameter estimate for this variable shows that, in general, the more energy a
customer consumes during the summer peak period, the greater the value of PV. As
discussed earlier, this is largely because PV systems are better able to offset demand
charges for customers with summer-afternoon peaking loads that coincide with periods of
high PV output. At higher levels of PV penetration, the ability of PV systems to reduce
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demand charges is diminished regardless of customer load shape, and thus the magnitude
of the load shape parameter is lower at 75% penetration than at 2% penetration.

To conclude, this analysis shows that the value of PV will generally be greatest for rates
with high overall costs of electricity, small or non-existent demand charges, high summer
peak to winter off-peak energy price spreads, and demand charges that are based on
customer load during the summer peak period. In general, if demand charges are assessed
the value of PV will be greater for those customers that consume a disproportionately high
amount of energy during the summer peak period.

5.

Optimal Rate Selection

The analysis presented thus far assumes that customers are on the same retail electricity
rate before and after PV installation. In reality, however, customers in California and other
jurisdictions often have a choice of rate options, and can select the rate that minimizes their
bill. In this section, we therefore assume that customers choose among the available retail
rates both before and after PV installation, and that in both cases customers select the rate
that will minimize their electric bill.

Using this alternative analytic technique, we find that, at low levels of PV penetration,
customer load characteristics largely determine the optimal retail rate, and that the
existence of a PV system does not lead to widespread rate switching from the before-PV
case. Said differently, we find that the optimal rate post-PV is generally the same as the
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optimal rate pre-PV, and that the optimal rate is determined by the characteristics of the
customer’s load profile, and not the existence of the PV system.

At higher levels of PV penetration, however, a substantial proportion of customers are
found to be better off switching to an energy-focused “PV-friendly” rate that minimizes
demand charges. As PV system size increases relative to customer load, the customer’s
load profile is dominated by the existence of the PV system in optimal rate selection.

To illustrate this result, we categorize three of the retail rates in our sample as being “PVfriendly” primarily due to minimal or no demand charges: PG&E’s A-6; SCE’s GS-2, TOU
Option A; and SCE’s TOU-GS-3 Option A.11 Depending on its peak demand, a customer
may be able to choose between one of these “PV-friendly” rates and one or more other rate
options, as shown in Table 3. For each of the 24 customers in our dataset, we determined
the optimal rate within each of the four rate groups identified in Table 3, across a range of
PV penetration levels.

Table 3. Rate Options for Different Customer Classes
Rate Options
Utility

Customer Size

Rate Options Available
PV-friendly: A-6

<200 kW
Other Rates: A-1; A-10; A-10 TOU; and E-19
PG&E
PV-friendly: A-6
200-500 kW
Other Rates: A-10 TOU and E-19
PV-friendly: GS-2, TOU Option A
20-200 kW
Other Rates: GS-2, TOU Option B and GS-2, Non-TOU
SCE
PV-friendly: TOU-GS-3 Option A
200-500 kW
Other Rates: TOU-GS-3 Option B
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Figure 9 shows the resulting percentage of customers for which each “PV-friendly” rate is
optimal, compared to the other rates available to the same class of customers. At PV
penetration levels greater than 50%, all or nearly all of the customers in our sample would
minimize their utility bill by switching to an available energy-focused “PV-friendly” rate
that minimizes demand charges. At low PV penetration levels (e.g., 10%), however, these
“PV-friendly” tariffs would not be optimal for many customers, as the least-cost rate will
largely depend on the characteristics of the customer’s underlying load shape.

In summary, energy focused rates that minimize demand charges are of great value to
commercial customers wishing to install relatively large PV systems. If energy-focused
rates were required of all commercial PV systems, however, many customers wishing to
install smaller PV systems (relative to load) would be disadvantaged. As a result, optional
energy-focused retail rates will be most-supportive of commercial PV expansion.

Percent of Customers for which Rate
is Optimal
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n=24
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PG&E A-6 (<200 kW class)

.

PG&E A-6 (200-500 kW class)
SCE GS-2, TOU Option A (20-200 kW class)

20%

SCE TOU-GS-3 Option A (200-500 kW class)

0%
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

PV Penetration (%)

Figure 9. Customer Choice of Energy-Focused Rates at Varying Levels of PV Penetration
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6.

The Value of Net Metering

The analysis presented thus far assumes that PV systems are net metered, as allowed under
existing law in California. To assess the impact of net metering on the rate-reduction value
commercial PV systems, we compare the value of PV for the various customer-rate
combinations, as calculated previously, to the value of PV if net metering were not
available. Doing so requires an assumption about how PV output would be compensated in
the absence of net metering. For the purpose of our analysis, we assume that, without net
metering, PV production in excess of the customer’s load during any 15-minute interval
would either be uncompensated (i.e., “donated” to the utility) or sold to the local electric
utility at some pre-specified sell-back rate. Just as with net metering, all PV production up
to the customer’s load during each 15-minute interval is assumed to be valued at the
prevailing retail rate; the only difference is in the treatment of excess PV production, above
the customer’s load, during each 15-minute interval.

Figure 10 shows the loss in value that is expected were net metering to be eliminated, for
all customer-rate combinations, across a range of PV penetration levels and under four
different sell-back rates (including $0.00/kWh, where excess generation in each 15 minute
interval is donated to the utility). For each scenario, the central tick-marks in the figure
show the median percentage reduction in bill savings, and the percentile bands show the
10th and 90th percentile values, across all combinations of rates and load/PV datasets.12
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Figure 10. Loss of Value without Net Metering, Depending on the Sell-Back Rate for Net
Excess Generation

As the figure shows, eliminating net metering could significantly degrade the economics of
PV systems that serve a large percentage of building load, depending on the sell-back rate
for excess PV output. For example, at a 75% PV penetration level, eliminating net
metering would reduce the value of PV by 10-30% for most customer-rate combinations, at
a $0.05/kWh sell-back rate, and by 30-60% if excess PV output was uncompensated. At
the same time, the figure also shows that, at low PV penetration levels, or at relatively high
sell-back rates, net metering provides only a modest incremental value, compared to the
alternate compensatory structure assumed in our analysis. For example, at PV penetration
levels of 25% or less, or with a sell-back rate of $0.09/kWh, replacing net metering with
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the alternative compensatory structure would reduce the value of PV by less than 10% for
most customers.

7.

Conclusions

The ultimate goal of government solar policy is to create a self-sustaining market for PV
that is able to succeed with a minimum of ongoing government intervention. To do so, in
the U.S. at least, where feed-in tariffs are not prevalent, PV will likely need to be
competitive with retail electricity rates.

Though retail rate design is sometimes an overlooked element of solar policy, as we have
shown, the specifics of the rate structure, combined with the characteristics of the
customer’s underlying load and the size of the PV system, can have a substantial impact on
the economics of customer-sited commercial PV. Though regulators must consider a
number of sometimes-conflicting objectives when designing and approving retail rates, key
conclusions for policymakers that emerge from our analysis include the following:

•

Rate design is fundamental to the economics of customer-sited, commercial PV.

The rate-reduction value of PV for our sample of commercial customers, considering all
available retail tariffs in California, ranges from $0.05/kWh to $0.24/kWh, reflecting
differences in rate structures, the revenue requirements for each rate, the size of the PV
system relative to building load, and customer load shapes. For the average customer in
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our sample, differences in rate structure, alone, alter the value of PV by 25% to 75%,
depending on the size of the PV system relative to building load.

•

TOU-based energy-focused rates can provide substantial value to many PV

customers. Retail rates that wrap all or most utility cost recovery needs into time-of-use
(TOU)-based volumetric energy charges, and that exclude or limit demand-based charges,
provide the most value to PV systems across a wide variety of circumstances. Expanding
the availability of such rates would increase the value of many commercial PV systems.

•

Offering commercial customers a variety of rate options would be of value to PV.

Despite the advantages of energy-focused rates for PV, requiring the use of these tariffs
would disadvantage some commercial PV installations. In particular, for PV systems that
serve a relatively small percentage of annual customer load, the characteristics of the
customer’s underlying load profile will typically determine the most favorable rate
structure, and energy-focused rate structures may not be ideal for many commercialcustomer load shapes. Regulators that wish to establish rates that are beneficial to a range
of PV applications may therefore wish to consider allowing customers to choose from
among a number of different rate structures.

•

Net metering is quite valuable to commercial PV installations that serve a large

percentage of building load. Under the assumptions stipulated in this article, we find that
an elimination of net metering could, in some circumstances, result in more than a 25% loss
in the rate-reduction value of commercial PV. As long as annual solar output is less than
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roughly 25% of customer load and excess PV production can be sold to the local utility at a
rate above $0.05/kWh, however, elimination of net metering is found to rarely result in a
financial loss of greater than 5% of the rate-reduction value of PV.

More detailed conclusions on the rate-reduction value of commercial PV include:

•

Commercial PV systems can sometimes greatly reduce demand charges. Though

energy-focused retail rates often offer the greatest rate reduction value, commercial PV
installations can generate significant reductions in demand charges as well, in some cases
constituting 10-50% of the total rate savings derived from PV installations.

•

The value of demand charge reductions declines as PV system penetration

increases. At high levels of PV penetration, the value of PV-induced demand charge
savings on a $/kWh basis can drop substantially. As a result, the rate-reduction value of PV
can decline by up to one-half when a PV system meets 75% rather than 2% of total
building load.

•

The ability of PV to offset demand charges is highly customer-specific. Customers

with loads that peak in the afternoon are often able to receive significant demand charge
savings across a wide variety of circumstances, at least at lower levels of PV output relative
to building load. In contrast, facilities with flat or inverted load profiles will often not earn
much demand charge reduction value, regardless of PV system size.
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•

The type of demand charge can impact the ability of PV to offer savings. TOD-

based demand charges are found to be more favorable to PV under a broad range of
customer load shapes than are those based on monthly or annual peak customer demand.

•

The type and design of energy-charges has an important impact on PV value. TOU-

based energy charges with a high spread between peak and off-peak prices are found to
offer greater value to commercial PV in California than rates with seasonal or flat energy
charges.

Though our detailed findings are specific to California, the general conclusions presented
above will also be of use in other jurisdictions that are seeking to encourage customer-sited
commercial PV installations. Ultimately, our most important finding is simply that choices
made by policymakers in establishing or revising retail electricity rates can have a profound
impact on the viability of customer-sited solar markets. We hope that the analysis
presented in this article serves as a useful step in illuminating some of the aspects of rate
design that are of particular salience, and will also assist PV retailers and customers to
better assess the value proposition of commercial PV systems.
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State and federal financial incentives, and sales of renewable energy certificates, represent other possible
monetary gains.
2
Literature that has focused on avoided variable costs in terms of the correlation between PV production and
wholesale market prices includes Borenstein (2005); Rowlands (2005); Maine and Chapman (2007); and
Letendre et al. (2001). Avoided fixed costs tend to be highly site-specific, and are often tied to the effective
load carrying capacity of PV. Literature that has addressed the reliability or effective load carrying capacity
of PV, on a system-wide basis, include Perez et al. (1994, 2001, 2006). Others who have sought to evaluate
the benefits of PV in offsetting the fixed costs of transmission and distribution investments include: Wenger
and Hoff (1995); Wenger et al. (1996); Lambeth and Lepley (1993); Hoff (1996, 1998); Hoff et al. (1996,
2003); Shugar et al. (1992); and E3 (2005a,b,c, 2006).
3
The customer-based ELCC is a statistical estimate of the expected reduction in building load due to the
production of power by an onsite PV system.
4
Our analysis is based on utility tariff books, current as of January 2007. We assumed that customers
connect to the electrical grid through poly-phase connections at unity power factor. For PG&E, SCE, and
SMUD, we assumed that customers connect at a secondary voltage level, while for SDG&E and LADWP, we
assumed that customers connect at a primary voltage level.
5
Further details on each dataset can be found in Wiser et al. (2007).
6
All datasets had greater than 96% data availability, where data availability is defined as the number of
unmodified data points divided by the total number of data points available over the one year time period with
15-minute data recording intervals (as defined in IEC 61724, Section 7). Twenty of the 24 datasets (83%)
had 99% or greater data availability.
7
To isolate the impact of differences in rate structure, the value of PV for each customer-rate combination
can be normalized to control for differences in the magnitude of charges on each rate. We calculate the
normalized value of PV by first dividing the value of PV for each customer-rate combination by the median
cost of electricity on that rate across all 24 customers, prior to PV installation. We then multiply this value by
the median cost of electricity across all combinations of the 24 customers and 20 rates (again without PV). It
is important to note that it is the relative value of these normalized results that matters; the specific numerical
values have no particular meaning.
8
Time-of-day (TOD) demand charges typically focus on the summer weekday afternoon TOD period, but
may also include lesser charges for other TOD periods.
9
The load shape parameter is the ratio of the percent of total electricity demand during the summer peak
period to the percent of time that is defined as summer peak for each utility. A value above one indicates that
proportionally more energy is consumed during the summer peak period than during other periods of the year;
a high value therefore corresponds to a facility with a large afternoon peak during the summer.
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10

One limitation of this analysis is that the regression model involves the use of independent variables that
are derived from the same set of data used to calculate the dependent variable, the value of PV. To minimize
the chance of spurious relationships due to the use of the same data in calculating the dependent and
independent variables we use median values calculated from the whole set of customers to characterize some
of the general features of the 20 different retail rates.
11
Though PG&E’s A-1 rate has no demand charges, it is not designated as “PV-friendly” in this report
because other available rates are more attractive to all 24 of the customers in our sample, at all levels of PV
penetration. LADWP similarly offers an otherwise “PV-friendly” rate with low demand charges (A-2, D),
but that rate is not available with net-metering, making it very unattractive at high levels of PV penetration.
As a result, that rate was not included in our analysis.
12
The loss of value of PV without net metering is negative (that is, losing net metering is beneficial) in cases
where the sell-back rate is greater than the value of PV with net metering.
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